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This report presents a quantitative assessment of how the presentation 
of news has changed over the past 30 years and how it varies across 
platforms. Using RAND-Lex, a suite of tools that combine machine learning 
and text analysis, the researchers considered such linguistic characteristics 
as social attitude, sentiment, affect, subjectivity, and relation with authority 
for four comparisons: newspapers before and after 2000, broadcast 
television news before and after 2000, broadcast news and prime-time 
cable programming for the period from 2000 to 2017, and newspapers and 
online journalism during the 2012–2017 period. Over time, and as society 
moved from “old” to “new” media, news content has generally shifted from 
more-objective event- and context-based reporting to reporting that is 
more subjective, relies more heavily on argumentation and advocacy, and 
includes more emotional appeals. These changes were observed across 
platforms, appearing least significant in the evolution of print journalism 
and most stark in comparisons of broadcast news with prime-time cable 
programming and of print journalism with online journalism. The report 
quantifies the sizes of observed changes and provides examples of what 
these changes look like in context. It also includes a discussion of the 
implications of these trends for the changing media ecosystem and for 
Truth Decay—the term RAND uses to refer to the diminishing role of facts 
and analysis in political discourse. 
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contrast from the more academic style and precise  
language employed in broadcast television in the pre-
2000 period. Similarly, the study’s online journalism 
sample was characterized by a personal and subjective 
style that, in many cases, emphasized argument and 
advocacy and was very different than the pre-2000 
print journalism sample, which relied more heavily on 
event-based reporting that often referred to authoritative 
institutions or sources. 

Although the RAND team did find evidence of more 
widespread use of opinion and subjectivity in the 
presentation of news than in the past, the change has 
been subtle, not wholesale. News reporting has not 
shifted from Walter Cronkite–style serious reporting to 
fiction or propaganda—even in the biggest contrasts 
that the team saw, there was still much similarity. Future 
research could extend this type of analysis to other  
types of media, such as local newspapers and television 
news, news radio programs, video content, and 
photographs that appear alongside news stories.

BRIEF

Over the past 30 years, the ways that Americans consume and share information 
have changed dramatically. No longer do people wait for the morning paper  
or the evening news. Instead, equipped with smartphones or other digital  
devices, the average person spends hours each day online, looking at news  
or entertainment websites or using social media and consuming many different 
types of information. 

Although some of the changes in the way news and information are disseminated 
can be quantified, far less is known about how the presentation of news—that is, 
its style and linguistic characteristics—has changed over this period and differs 
across media platforms.1  

The RAND Corporation in 2019 sought to fill that knowledge gap with a new 
report, News in a Digital Age: Comparing the Presentation of News Information 
over Time and Across Media Platforms. A team of researchers sought to identify 
and empirically measure how the presentation of news—particularly the use of, 
or references to, facts or authoritative information—in U.S. news sources has 
changed over time and how news presentations differ across media platforms.  

HOW THE STYLE AND LANGUAGE OF NEWS PRESENTATION  
IS CHANGING IN THE DIGITAL AGE

FACTS
VERSUS

OPINIONS
ENDNOTES

1 In this brief, platform refers to the means through which news is 
delivered and consumed. Newspapers, broadcast television, cable 
television, Internet, and social media are all platforms. (So is radio, 
which was not a subject of RAND’s study.) News presentation refers  
to the linguistic style of news and to relevant patterns in usage  
(e.g., contexts, relevant frames). The term is intended to encompass 
both the discourse of news and the style of presentation.

2 Jennifer Kavanagh and Michael D. Rich, Truth Decay: An Initial 
Exploration of the Diminishing Role of Facts and Analysis in American 
Public Life, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-2314-RC, 
2018 (available at www.rand.org/t/RR2314). This report is the first in 
a series of studies, including the report covered by this brief, that the 
RAND Corporation intends to produce on Truth Decay, the phrase 
that we use to describe the diminishing role of facts and data in 
American public life. Truth Decay refers to RAND’s larger research 
effort, not just to the 2018 flagship report.

3 For newspapers, the team chose the three sources with the longest 
available online, text-based archives. This sample also included two  
of the largest national newspapers and a leading regional one. For 
television, researchers included material from each major network 
news organization and the three largest cable outlets. For online 
journalism, the analysis focused on six of the most highly trafficked 
online journalism outlets, three on the left side of the political 

spectrum and three on the right. For its newspaper analysis, the 
RAND team examined text from the three papers’ front-page stories 
(along with the text of those stories that continued onto later pages), 
sampling each paper every eighth day from January 1, 1989, through 
December 31, 2017. For broadcast and cable television news, the 
research team collected transcripts of the flagship news programs 
on ABC, CBS, and NBC and of a selection of prime-time programs 
from the three major cable television news networks—CNN, Fox 
News Channel, and MSNBC. For online journalism, the team 
searched the archives of the six news websites, taking homepage 
stories stored by the Web Archive (archive.org) for every eighth day 
from January 1, 2012, through December 31, 2017. If archived stories 
were not available for the selected date, the team took stories from the 
closest available date within four days of the original target.

4 These dates were chosen because of two important changes in the 
U.S. media industry that took place around the year 2000, which 
make it a good place to divide the data. First, viewership of all three 
major cable networks increased dramatically starting around 2000.  
In the years after 2000, cable programming solidified its position as  
a major source of news for American audiences. Second, 2000 marks 
a turning point in the growth of the internet. It was around this time 
that internet usage among Americans first passed the 50-percent 
mark. Internet use escalated rapidly after that, and roughly  
90 percent of Americans are online today.

https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_briefs/RB10059.html
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https://www.rand.org/research/projects/truth-decay.html


BACKGROUND:  
RAND’S 2018 REPORT:  
TRUTH DECAY
RAND’s interest and motivation in investigating 
the presentation of news for the News in a Digital 
Age report emerged from observations in a 2018 
RAND report, Truth Decay.2 That report pointed to 
four trends—increasing disagreement about objective 
facts, data, and analysis; a blurring of the line between 
fact and opinion; an increasing relative volume of 
opinion over fact; and declining trust in government, 
media, and other institutions that used to be sources of 
factual information—that together have degraded factual 
discourse and called into question the meaning and 
purpose of news.

QUANTIFYING HOW NEWS  
PRESENTATION HAS 
CHANGED OVER THREE 
DECADES
RAND’s research team began its study of news presenta-
tion by examining how new technologies are reshaping 
the U.S. media industry and ecosystem, changing not just 
how people consume news but the way that information 
is produced, shared, and disseminated. This involved 
looking at recent research into how these changes are 
affecting news presentation across digital platforms. 

In parallel, researchers turned to quantifying changes 
in news presentation and measuring them over time 
on different media platforms. To do this, the study 
team analyzed and compared the text or transcripts of 
news stories produced by three sources of news: print 
journalism (New York Times, Washington Post, and  
St. Louis Post-Dispatch), television (broadcast and  
cable), and online journalism (Breitbart News Network, 
BuzzFeed Politics, The Daily Caller, HuffPost Politics  
[until April 2017, The Huffington Post], Politico, and The 
Blaze). The research team chose these sources because 
they are heavily consumed, are generally representative 
of their media cohorts, and generate ample data that 
team members could analyze.3

The team made two comparisons of news presentation 
before and after 2000 through 2017: for newspapers  
and broadcast television news. The team also  
compared how news was presented  
by broadcast television  
news in contrast  
with prime-time  

RAND’S ANALYSIS OF  
NEWS MEDIA TEXT AND 
TRANSCRIPTS
In What Measurable Ways Did the Style of News  
Presentation in Print Journalism Change  
Between 1989 and 2017?

The RAND team found that much of the language  
and tone of reporting in the New York Times, Washington 
Post, and St. Louis Post-Dispatch remained constant 
over the past 30 years, but the team also found 
quantifiable changes in certain linguistic areas between 
the pre-2000 and post-2000 periods. For example, the 
three newspapers’ reporting before 2000 used language 
that was more heavily event- and context-based than it 
was in stories written after 2000; pre-2000 stories also 
contained more references to time, official titles, and 
positions and institutions and used more descriptive, 
elaborative language to provide story details. In contrast, 
the team found that post-2000 reporting engaged in 
more storytelling and emphasized interactions, personal 
perspective, and emotion more heavily than did stories  
in the pre-2000 period.

In What Measurable Ways Did the Style of News 
Presentation in Broadcast Journalism Change 
Between 1989 and 2017?

Broadcast television journalism exhibited similar 
differences in the pre-2000 and post-2000 samples. 
The RAND team’s text analysis found a gradual shift in 
broadcast television coverage from more-conventional 
reporting in the pre-2000 period, during which news 
stories tended to use precise and concrete language 
and often turned to public sources of authority, to 
more-subjective coverage after 2000, when news 
stories relied less on concrete language and more on 
unplanned speech, expression of opinions, interviews, 
and arguments.

How Does the Style of News Presentation in 
Broadcast Journalism Differ from the Style Used  
in Prime-Time Cable Programming over the  
Period from 2000 to 2017? 

The RAND team found a starker contrast between 
broadcast news and prime-time cable presentation after 
2000. Compared with news presentation on broadcast 
television, prime-time programming on cable outlets 
exhibited a dramatic and quantifiable shift toward 
subjective, abstract, directive, and argumentative 
language, with content based more on the expression  
of opinion than on the provision of facts.  

cable programming from 2000 to 2017 and how news 
was presented by print journalism in contrast with online 
journalism from 2012 to 2017.4 

To make these comparisons, the research team used 
a suite of computer software tools designed by RAND 
called RAND-Lex, which combines machine learning 
with textual analysis to identify patterns in word/phrase 
use. It works by looking at the frequency of certain 
words, phrases, or characters and then attaching a score 
to one of 121 linguistic measures or characteristics. 
This allows researchers to comb through large volumes 
of text (e.g., tens of millions of words) and to conduct 
both descriptive and exploratory statistical tests to 
analyze and make meaning of those data. For national 
newspapers alone, the research team used these tools  
to review more than 27,000 articles containing upward  
of 28 million words. This and the project’s other large 
analytical samples enabled the RAND team to make 
reliable, large-scale claims about how the presentation 
of news has or has not changed in tone, sentiment, and 
language over time and to quantify the sizes of those 
changes over time. This ability to quantitatively  
measure changes over time is one of the primary 
contributions of this report.

This was accompanied by an increase in airtime devoted 
to advocacy for those opinions in contrast to balanced 
descriptions of context or events. It should be noted, 
however, that some of this is to be expected based on 
the different objectives and business models of the two 
platforms. Cable programming, particularly during  
prime time, tends to feature opinion-based shows  
that are led by pundits, are geared toward a narrower 
audience, and use opinions and provocative material  
to attract attention, while broadcast television aims  
at a wider audience and sticks closer to traditional forms 
of reporting.

How Does the Style of News Presentation  
in Online Journalism Differ from That of Print 
Journalism over the Period 2012–2017?

The study team found that the news presentation style in 
the newspapers sampled remained far more anchored in 
what could be considered traditional reporting than did 
the news presentation style in the sampled online media 
outlets. News presentation in newspapers tended to be 
more strongly characterized by the use of characters, 
time, and descriptive language in discussing events or 
issues. Newspapers set stories in narrative contexts and 
often used concrete objects, numbers, references to 
time durations, and retrospective reasoning. In contrast, 
the language in the online journalism samples tended 
to be more conversational, with more emphasis on 
interpersonal interactions and personal perspectives  
and opinions. Appeals were less narrative and  
more argumentative, with an eye toward persuading 
readers.

IMPLICATIONS OF FINDINGS
The general trends observed in the RAND team’s 
analysis provide initial evidence of a gradual and subtle 
shift over time and between old and new media toward 
a more subjective form of journalism that is grounded 
in personal perspective. The team found evidence of a 
shift from a journalistic style based on the use of public 
language, academic register, references to authority, 
and event-based reporting to one based more heavily 
on personal perspective, narration, and subjectivity. The 
RAND team saw this trend in broadcast news and, to a 
lesser extent, in newspapers. Most notably, the research 
team was able to quantitatively measure the extent of 
these changes across platforms and over time.

In comparing the characteristics of “new” and “old” 
media, the research team found that cable programming 
today is highly interactive and subjective and  
relies on arguments and opinions to  
persuade and debate—a stark  
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contrast from the more academic style and precise  
language employed in broadcast television in the pre-
2000 period. Similarly, the study’s online journalism 
sample was characterized by a personal and subjective 
style that, in many cases, emphasized argument and 
advocacy and was very different than the pre-2000 
print journalism sample, which relied more heavily on 
event-based reporting that often referred to authoritative 
institutions or sources. 

Although the RAND team did find evidence of more 
widespread use of opinion and subjectivity in the 
presentation of news than in the past, the change has 
been subtle, not wholesale. News reporting has not 
shifted from Walter Cronkite–style serious reporting to 
fiction or propaganda—even in the biggest contrasts 
that the team saw, there was still much similarity. Future 
research could extend this type of analysis to other  
types of media, such as local newspapers and television 
news, news radio programs, video content, and 
photographs that appear alongside news stories.
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make it a good place to divide the data. First, viewership of all three 
major cable networks increased dramatically starting around 2000.  
In the years after 2000, cable programming solidified its position as  
a major source of news for American audiences. Second, 2000 marks 
a turning point in the growth of the internet. It was around this time 
that internet usage among Americans first passed the 50-percent 
mark. Internet use escalated rapidly after that, and roughly  
90 percent of Americans are online today.
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